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This fascinating book examines every aspect of airline style, from the company liveries and
interior designs of planes to advertising, haute couture, and airborne haute cuisine.Divided into
four sections covering fashion, food, interior design, and identity, Airline shows how airborne
culture has changed since the 1920s.The book spans the conservative to the outrageous, from
saris to hotpants, from Hugh Hefner's private jet to the huge Airbus A380. A wide selection of
retro styles are illustrated with illuminating archive material and images of ephemera. Airline
uncovers the style, image, and experience of the parallel universe that exists at 30,000 feet.

About the AuthorKeith Lovegrove is a writer, designer, photographer, and filmmaker and is the
author of the books Graphicswallah: Graphics in India, Pageant: The Beauty Contest, and
Railway: Identity, Design and Culture, all published by Laurence King Publishing. He founded
Lovegrove Associates in London and has worked for clients such as Waterstone's Booksellers,
British Airports Authority, and Philippe Starck.
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Airline Visual Identity 1945-1975 Jet Set: The People, the Planes, the Glamour, and the
Romance in Aviation's Glory Years Delta: An Airline and Its Aircraft : The Illustrated History of a
Major U.S. Airline and the People Who Made It



JF, “Great for lovers of air travel!. It is great to see an aviation book about the experience design
of airliners as opposed to aircraft engineering. This would make a fantastic gift for anyone who
loves commercial aviation, aviation, or airlines. The author is British so there is a particular
emphasis on UK carriers (BEA, BOAC, etc) but most airlines throughout the world are featured
in some form or another. There are four sections to the book: Fashion (uniforms), Food, Interiors,
and Branding/Identity.I was worried about the "mini" edition aspect. You can tell this used to be a
larger format coffee table book but I didn't have trouble reading anything. Yes, the text is a bit
small but not too much smaller than a standard novel.Good value and highly recommend for
anyone remotely interested in the topic. I leave it out when I have people over and it is a great
conversation starter. My niece and nephew were amazed by the meals they used to serve on
board flights.”

D.B. Spalding, “Great visual book, though the font is a bit small. Fascinating visual tour of the
golden age of air travel, aka the "jet set" years. Organized by topic -- food, clothing, design -- this
book gives a vivid peek into the styles of the 1950s, 1960s, and early 1970s before deregulation
and soaring prices ended the party.Other reviews pointed out that the text is TINY, and I concur.
It appears it was laid out to be a large format coffee table book, and this paperback is a reduced
size version. But ... the images are the thing, and it's a visual book, so.... I enjoy leafing through
this while Sinatra sings "Come Fly With Me" from my hi-fidelity sound system ... in Stereo-phonic
sound. ;)”

Tyler, “Excellent quality & customer service. Book was in excellent condition and packaged with
care, including a friendly personal note :-). Thanks so much!”

Gma Sara, “Memory Lane. This is a coffee table book with a small size and soft cover. The
photographs are excellent, and the text informative (if not exhaustively so). It takes you right
back to the days when passenger flight was not an exercise in humiliation, frustration, and
sustained discomfort...when passengers were customers and treated as if they were valued.
Through presentation of fashion, it evokes whole eras of nostalgia, complete with music,
manners, and morals. Reading it in this generation of airlines' economic failures, it's mind
boggling to consider the decisions to invest in designer uniforms for "stewardesses," but it harks
back to better days, when shareholders--like passengers--were more important than company
executives, when branding was more glamorous. It's also an invitation to recent cultural and
ecnomic history for youngsters with fashion interest.”

Walter C. Case, “The pictures in the book are great and the video explaining why the book was
written .... Now I know NEVER to buy a "mini" book EVER AGAIN! Can the print be any
SMALLER (1/16") in this book? Who can read print that tiny? The pictures in the book are great



and the video explaining why the book was written is great, but the print has to be larger in future
editions.”

MN, “Fantastic book for a traveller. I bought it for my friend who is a big traveler - he loved it. The
vintage photos of traveling from the 50s and 60s are the best part I think. Who knew that airlines
used to literally serve lobsters on planes?”

Marmalade, “Entertaining read. Quite an amusing book, bought as a present.”

Dr Citation, “Excellent, well packaged , highly recommended. Excellent, well packaged , highly
recommended”

Emanuele R., “Five Stars. Perfect, thanks”

Riccardo Boscolo, “bei tempi!. bellissimo libro che ha nell'apparato iconografico il suo punto di
maggiore forza mostrandoci quello stile oramai - ahimè - perlopiù defunto col quale si viaggiava
una volta in aereo (ma non solo: il libro ovviamente non ne parla, ma anche i viaggi in mare o in
treno erano veramente un'altra cosa!).Il viaggio era, anche, eleganza al limite del glamour in
certi casi. Che bei tempi! Che rimpianti! Che ricordi!”

Ila, “Stile e hostess di volo - in inglese. Bellissimo libro che ripercorre le divise delle diverse
compagnie aeree dal 1940 circa...per gli amanti degli aerei e della moda ad alta quota”

The book by Keith Lovegrove has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 96 people have provided feedback.
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